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ABSTRACT

Recent research and theory in cognitive psychology and arti-
ficial intelligence were reviewed as sources of concepts'appli-
cable to the development of, an interactive, compute"- based,

knowledge-delivery system for use by scientists. A system Con-,
cep evolved frOm this review, and the need-diagnosis pprtion
of a future system was tried out.

The process of doing a piece of research can be viewed as
following's procedural script. Subfields of/science can be
characterized by r- finite number of research paradigms or methods
for approaching ptoblems, and those paradigms can be'specified
as a series of phases, tasks, steps, etc. Once a reseal-Cher

decides to implement a given script, the full set of procedural

requirements can be specified. A computer system which. can
store generic scripts cap interact'with researchers using pro-
cedures as a common frame work for communication.

A researcher's current conceptualization of his research
can be viewed as asset of interrelated schemata or frames, and
knowledge needs viewed as gaps in the knowledge structures which

define the schemata/frames. To diagnose researcher -information
needs, a computer system would construct a representation of
tft researcher's schema in which the gap occurs. The system's
schema does not need to be identical to the researcher's schema,

but.sufficent for the system to search a data base for knowledge
which would fill the gap.

The process of formulating a research projt.... or develop-
ing a testable hypothesis can be viewed ds.an example of decom-

posing the problem space into Manageable units. A system can
aid in the problem decomposition process by providing an 3x-
ternal memory. A key element in the system-researcher Inter-

action is the process by which the researcher manipulates the
problem representations, and the system reproduces and stares
them for review and continued modification by the researcher.

iii
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These concepts were 'tested' with a small sample of research-
,

ers in marine microbiology and in industrial psychology. A
'series of interactive, 'think-aloud-about-your-research' ses-
sions were onducted with each researcher over several months.
Results of hesy sessions, were illustrations of the utility
of. the selected concepts for describing the research process.
Scripts were developed, problem dedomgositions were represented

as hierarchies, knowledge structures were represented as tables
with specified; information ,gaps, data bases were efficiently

searched, and useful khowledge was delivered to each researcher.
(
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COGNITIVE MODECS OF SCIENTIFIC WORK AND THEIR IMPLICATIONS
FOR THE DESIGN'OF KNOWLEDGE DELIVERY SYSTEMS

I. INTRODUCTION

A. Rationale

Automated information storage and retrieval systems repre-

fsent a significant. advance over manual systems. First, they

.provide the capability to systematically process large numbers

of bibliographic references and to maintain, on-line,'large bib-
_

liographic files. Secondly, they expand the ability of a searcher

to quickly identify targeted references through the use of mul-

tiple search terms.

These systems, however, have not been designed around any

systematic analysis of-user needs. The controlled vocabularies

usad in indeXing and search are classification schemes that do

not necessarily match the classificaticn schemes of the users.

The output of the search is a list of citations only some of

which may contain need"

researchers, are looking

and not for the names of

information. Users, and specifically

for answers, for particular knowledge

articles that may contain that knowl-

edge. Interaction with the on-line systems reqUires trair4 -ng

which most end-users do not have. The searching is primarily

conducted by librarians or information specialists who develop

search strategies which attempt to link their idea of a user's

information need with appropriate references from the bibliog-

raphic data base. In most cases, the searcher does not have

a comprehensive understanding of what the user is doing and what

he needs to know; thusr the search _is not properly focused.

'The ideal information service is one that is highly persoh-

alized, responding to the very specific needs of each user.

The feasibility of designing such a system rests on the assump-
.

tion- that individua)s in the intended user group share some

8



common frameworks of both process and content. The work're-
,

ported here is one part of a sustained program that has involved

the design of several personally-tailored information systems

that were responsive to the needs of scientists performing com-

mon research and-teaching tasks. In each of these systems

user's task provided the context for defining the information
need. Basically, the approach W23 to describe the scientist's

--tasks in teaching a -ourse on in conducting a research project,

to identify the, to . or .subtask he was currently working on

and to determine the informatio- needed to accomplish that task.

These analyses resulted oin the description of some common pro-
cedural frameworks: preparation for teaching a course involved

a series of tasks that were common among teachers; researchers

In a subfield followed similar steps in executing a research
,project. These commonalities were used successfully-in estab-
lishing the requirements for a curriculum support system at

a small liberal arts college and in designing individually tai-

lored information packages for research scientists (Mayor and

Vaughan, 1974; Mayor, Vaughan and Kidd, 1977). All system func-

tions from/need diagnosis to product delivery were accomplished

manually by researchers and librarians.

The directions for the future of information science point

to the development of fully automated systems which will provide

the user with he specific knowledge he is seeking.(Weiss,1977).

In the long term, the 'system will interact directly'with the

user; the system will have programs for need diagnosis as well

as for matching the stored knowledge base with defined needs.

Several areas of work are needed to further advance the develop-

ment of such a system. Specifications of procedures, programs

and file structures are required for the diagnosis of knowledge

needs, for the organization and storage of scientific knowledge

from the literature, for the matching of knowledge needs to

stored knowledge.; and for the assembly of knowledge packages

to fill diagnosed needs.

2 9



PurPose and Approach

The purpose of the 'present project was to establish the
procedd'ral and content requirements for accomplishing need diag-

nosis and to present these requirements as specifications for -

an interactive, computer based, knowledge delivery system for
scientifiq researchers,.

One of the obvious gaps in prior work within the overall

study program was'the lack of a theoretical framework. Since

both the process'of conducting research, and the structure and

organization of the researchr's knowledge in a given content

area are related to human cognition] and memory, it was decided
to sift the recent work of cognitive scientists for concepts
that would assist in specifying the need-diagnosis process.

In recent years cognitive science has experienced a significant

revival. Cognitive psycholog'.3ts are again actively using schema

theory as a model of human memory and thought; artificial intel-

ligence researchers are developing computer programs that func-
tion ways that generate outcomes which simulate a variety

of characteristics orhuman memory and comprehensiOn.

The focus on concepts from cognitive science resulted in
the following questions:

Do the concepts covering laman cognition that come
out .of Al. research adequa-ely characterize the pro
cesseb by which scientists do their work?

Can one model the processes of scientific problem-
-4 solving in a may that would permit those processes

to be represented (in part at least) by a computer
program of reasonable simplicity?.

Could a (rough) model of a given individual scientist's
knowledge structure be represented by a computer pro-
gram?

Does the whole configuration of computerized informa-
tion systems need to be redone. in order tr capture
the full advantage of these new concepts - or -

Could the concepts be used. to "tune" the sear& and
retrieval functions of an _information search and re-
trieval system so that the product of the system would
be improved?

3
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This report describes the use of concepts from the cognitive

sciences in characterizing 'the researct, process and in repre-

',senting the-researcher's knowledge needs. Additionally, some

ideaAare presented on an interactive procedure for the diag-

nostic process.

Along with reviewing the cognitive science literature for

key concepts, interviews were conducted with eight Ph. D. candi-
-

cates in marine microbiology and industrial psychology. Inter-

views with four microbiologists.were conducted over a three-

. month period in order to deirelop longitudinal descriptions of

the research process and of the researcher's changing knowledge

needs over time; an average of nine sessions was held with each'

of these students. In order to test the accuracy and usability

of the need diagno9is process, literature searches were per-

formedoand.information products prepared to fill the diagnosed

knowledge gaps. Throughout the interview process, extensive

use was made of concepts from artificial intelligence. and cog-
-

nitive psychology in characterizing the research process being

observed and in describing/representing the knowledge needs

occurring at various points in this process. A second set of

interviews was then conducted with four graduate-students and

a professor in psychology. These interviews served to further

elaborate the diagnostic models and procedures developed with

the, microbiologists.

4
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II. SELECTEiCONCEPTS FROM ARTIFICIAL INTELLIGENCE
AND COGNITIVE SCIENCE

The literatures of cognitive psychology and artificial in-
telligence,contain a number of concepts which apply to the diag-
nostic process. Some of these concepts provide models for cl---
acterizing the research and the research process, others are
useful in specifying procedural requirements for the sstem.
The major concepts are:

Scripts

Frames

Schemata

Prdblem-solving processes

A. Scripts

A script is a generalized event 'sequence or episode that
has occurred many times in the past. Children begin to learn
scripts as classes of situations repeat themselves in the chi,ld',s,

experience.,Eventually the adult accurru lates thousands of scripts.

These scripts are the organizing contexts by which he is able
to understand what is happening and to set up expectations about,

events that are likely, to happen in a given situation (Schank,
1975a, 1975b). Schank has successfully developed situational
scripts for computer representation based on his theoretical
formulations. The prograW knows the sequence of events, actions,
reasons why, etc. associated \w ,'going to a restaurant' and
can apply inferencng rules c

to the knowledge it has. Although
main

4
Schank's l

i

ain program desigp work has been with situational. scripts,

he has suggested additional classeene of which-is 'procedural '.
We assume that a glarlie part of a'researcher's training and

experience can be represented as the accumulation of procedural
scripts of the research process characteristic of his subfield.

5
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The number of different procedural scripts that are required
to characterize the methods of a given subfield of science is
not known, but we suspect the number is manageably small and
for an individual researcher, even smaller.

Procedural scripts' in research are assumed to be useful
to a scientist in thinking ,about the feasibility of a project
under consideration, e.g., "if. I do this project, I'll need
to use this method, do.I have the appropriate apparatus?" Since

a scr'ot is a time sequence of phased activities it serves as

a checklist of what needs to be thought about and resolved at

a particular time, what sorts of things will need to be thought

about later, and how selections establish constraints and re-
quirements on future phases.

Assuming that the computer program of our future system
'knew' the major procedural scripts and their important vari-

ations characteristic of given subfields of science. the early
user - system, interactions ,could 'locate' "thd researcher in what
might be thought of as 'procedure space'. The program could
then interact with the_researcher about methodological and con--

tent issues and-alternatives at the current stage of the user's

project, end about projected consequences -of the choices made.
B. Schemata and Frames

A schema is a psychological concept introduced-by Bartlett

in 1c32 to explain how human beings remember, think and learn.

Essentially, a schema is a large knowledge structure; the basic
unit of memory and thought. Schemata exist at all levels of
abstraction and are hierarchically organized' and interrelated;
they are used to comprehend new or complex situations .(assimila-

tion) and are in turn modified by experience (Accommodation).

The metaphor of a mental mosaic is sometimes used to convey
the attributes of the concept.

Recently, schema theory has been revived and psychologists

are beginning to conduct experimentS in comprehension and memory

6
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based on a schema paradigm. Two important influences in this

trend ttem.from the interactions between psychologists and lin-

guists and between psychologists- and computer scientists. The

first prOVided a means for quantifying.the structural character-

istics of prose material, the second provided a means of imple-

menting for test in. actual computer operation, hypotheses about
the nature of schema-based-processes. (For reviews of modern

schema theory see Norman and Bobrow, 1975;. Rumelhart, 1975;

RusQelhart and Ortony, 1977; Spiro, 1977.)

In artificial intelligence research, the term 'frame' is

used to describe what psychologists .generally call schema.

'Minsky (1975) formulated the theory of frames as a way to break

out of the conceptual narrowness characteristic of both psycho-

logical .ieoty and artificial intelligence practice. The main

points' about frames, as presented by Minsky and summarized by

Kuipers (1975) are stated below:

A frame is a large data structure that creates and
maintains a description representing knowledge, in
a limited domain.

A frame structures a small domain of expertise and
contains the knowledge necessary to create descrip-
tions of objects and actions within that doinain.

A frame contains both content and procedural kndwf-
edge. Much of what the frame knows, it knows in
relation to a procedure; e.g., information about
tools is contained in procedures about how and in
what context the tool is used.

A frame contains knowledge that enables it to infer
some features of the description being created from
haying observed others.

A frame has terminals which are all filled with as-
surd values (a default assignment based on prior
experience). As real-world values are observed,
the, default values are replaced with actual values.
Default values represent the inductive knowledge
gained by previous experience with the domain repre-
sented by the frame.

7
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A frame has - specialists/framekeeFiers/subroutines
that contain elaborated knowledge ill/ a special area.
They area called upon to resolve ambiguities, fill-
in.gaps with appropriate inferences, etc., in their
area of special competence.

Frames are interconnected with other related frames
and there are frame hierarchies/frame systems; e.g.,
we have frames for stories and subframes for animal
stories and superframes for narratives.

The properties and special functions of frames such as 'frame

terminals', 'default assignments' and 'specialists' have been

taken up by the schema theory psychologists so that descriptions

of modern schema and frame theories are increasingly indistin-

guishable.

We assume that -the researcher's knowledge structures can

be represented as schemata/frames. A scientist conducting a

research project ha's both content and procedural knowledge which

is specific to the performance-of each task. Gaps in these

knowledge structures form the basis for information require-
:

ments: Need diagnosis involves the development of a representa-

tion of the researcher's knowledge structure. Precise specifi-

cation of the knowledge need is dependent on a close match be-

tween the researcher's knowledge structure and the representa-

tion of that structure by the system.

C. Problem-Solving Processes

Newell and Simon (1972) conducted in-depth studies of how
adults process information in attempting .to solve problems.

They asked their adult subjects to think aloud as they worked,

towards solutions to problems in logic chess and crypt-arith-
metic. The results were represented as 'problem behavior

graphs' which were used as a basis for creating a prrLlem- solving
computer program, the General Problem Solver. Their work is

a rich source of ideas about how an interactive, knowledge de-

livery system might function in support of a research scientist.

8 15



A detailed review of this work is presented in Newell and Simon I/

(1972). We have selected three of their notions as being clearly

applicable to understanding the researcher as a problem solver

in specifying his knowledge-need problems at a level that allaWs

for effective solution.

We assume that the researcher follows problem solving prin-

ciples in designing a research project and that the need diag-

nosis system follows many of these same_principles in defining/

structuring the researcher's knowledge requirements. A brief

description of the main principles is presented in the following__

sections.

1. Problem Space .

Problem solving has often been represented as choosing

one of several alternative solutions, however, the more chal-

lenging and critical problems faced in real-world settings is

the creation of even one solution that is feasible and adequate.

This condition is the main challence in research; 'testing hy-

potheses is a technical problem, formulating the hypothesis
in the first place is the crucial probiem-solving behavior.

Newell and Simon describe the pro4mis_as 'working in the problem

space', the problem is represented in the mind of the problem

solver; he creates an internal representation of an external
problem, modifies it, reformulates it and builds a new repre-

sentation. The process continues until the problem is repre-

sented in a fashion that enables the problem solver to see a
way to solve it. "Solving a problem means that the problem

has been represented in such a way as to make its solution ap-

parent." (Simon, 1969, p. 77)

2. External Memory

Related to the idea of solving problems as working in

a problem space, is the idea of external memory. In their ex-

perimental sessions, Newell and Simon permitted some subjects

to make notes, work out partial solutions on papc:p and generally

keep track of where they were, what they had tried before, etc.

9
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These notes and sketches of trial solutions were labelled 'Ex-

ternal Memoiy' and Without them subjects "forgot where they

were, fotgot'what conditional assignments they had made, forgot

what assumptions were implicit in their prior assignments."

(Simon, 1969, p.ip5) In a sense 'external memory' is a person's

representation of problem and both the concept and the pro-
.

cedure could be further developed as a means to describe how

a researcher structures the problem space.

An interactive knowlelpe delivery system could serve as

the researcher's external memory. In order to perform this

fUnction the system would need devices for representing the

researcher's initial formulation of the problem, for mcdifying

or decomposing the problem and for storing successive repre-

sentations of the problem.

3. Decompositio. of Large Problems into Smaller Sub-Problems

Real-world systems are too complex for the capacity of

men's minds. Fortunately most (or at least some) complex sys-

tems are hierarchical and nearly decomposable, i.e., the inter-
,

actions between s.ibsystems are sufficiently weak (relative to

interactions within subsystems). as, to be safely ignored, par-

ticularly in the short-term behavior of the overall system.

Because of these two .properties,' complex problems can be. broken

down into smaller and smaller components for solution and yet

the problem is still meaningful and the solution to the smaller

problems useful in the solution of the larger ones. A human

solves a complex problem by systematically decomposing it until

he finds a level Lie can handle, i.e., he has, from experience,

some model or metaphor that applies to it (Simon, 1969).

A central feature of knowledge need diAgnosiis is the ability

of the system to decompose the researcher's requirements into

independent sets of questions which are specified at what the

system recognizes as a manageable level; a level that allows

the system to prcceed towards a solution of the researcher's

need.

10
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III. APPLICATIONS OF COGNITIVE SCIENCE CONCEPTS
TO THE DIAGNOSTIC PROCESS

This section presents the results of our work with both

marine microbi,plogists and industrial psychologists which sup-

port the assumptions about the application of cognitive science

concepts to the research process and to the diagnosis of re-

searcher knowledge needs.' These assumptions are as follows:

A large part of the researcher's training and experi-,
ence can be represented as the accumulation of pro-
cedural scripts of the research process characW-
istic of his subfield.

,The researcher fellows problem-solving principles
in designing a research project.

The need diagnosis system follows problem -solving
principles id defining/structuring the researcher's
knowledge re'quirOments.

The researcher's knowledge structures can be repre-
sented as schemata /frames.

A. The Research Project As A Procedural Script

Through training and experience scientists learn a number

of research paradigms which are used to study a variety of con-

, tent problems in their sub-disciplines. These paradigms, like

procedural scripts, are composed of a series of structured

phases and tasks. Scientists using a particular paradigm will

perform the same phases and tasks regardless of the content

area being researched. In the present study two research pro-

cess scripts were developed; one in microbiology and a second
.

in industrial psychology.

1. A Script in Microbiology

Interviews with three Ph.D. candidates working in marine

microbiology led to lihe development of a script/paradigm for

marine microbial ecology research. The main phases and tasks

of this script are presented in Table 1. The delineation of

ph4ses and 'tasks was based on detailed discussion with each

11
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Table 1. A Procedural Script for Research
in Marine Microbial Ecology

Phase 1. Problem Identification

Tasks

A. Identify a naturally occurring phenomenon in marine bacteria that
has not been studied or described fully.

B. Establish the importance of studying the identified phenomenon
in terms of its contribution of knowledge and/or its contribution
to applied problems (e.g. transmission of disease in the water,
breakdown of toxic substces which allow for diarine growth on

, surfaces, etc.).

C. Determine feasibility of studying the selecte0 phenomenon.

D. Select organism or class of organisms which have demonstrated
the phenomenon of interest.

Phase 2. Sampling and Culture Requirements Determination

.Tasks

A. Develop a plan for sampling selected organisms from the marine
environment. I

B. Identify/select/develop most appropriate methods for collecting
samples.

C. Identify/select/develop procedures and media for isolating se-
lected organisms.

1. Media should provide for growth. of selected organisms.

2. Media should replicate as closery as possible. the conditions
in nature.

B. Sample, isolate and grow selected organism.

Phase 3. Design Preliminary Experiments

Tasks

A. Identify characteristics of phenomenon that will be measured..

. Morphological

sb.Physiological

Biochemical
dk .

Genetic

B. Identify/select/develop methods for measuring characteristics.

C. Identify/select/develop appropriate apparatus.

D. Develop a plan for manipulating independent variables and/or mea-
.suring characteristics and collecting data.

12 19
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Table 1. A Procedural Script for Research
in Marine Microbial Ecology (Continued)

Phase 4a. Morphological Descriptions

6-

...,

Tasks

A.

B.

Describe organism through use of electron microscopy; determine
sizes, shapes, presence of attachment structures, identify and
characterize attachmentiguctures.

Classify organisms with other organisms have the same morpholog
ical characteristics.

____ ____

Phase 4b. Physiological Descriptions--

Tasks

A.

B.

Select methods for mea-sTring physiological activity. Some methods
include:

Biomass measures

ATP assay

Apply experimental treatments or levels of environmental condi
tions to be tested and take physiological measures at each level.

_

y

0

Phase 4c. Biochemical Descriptions

----1.
.

-Tasks
.

A.

B.

C.

D.

Select/develop procedures for isolating that part of the organism
to be analyzed biochemically.

-Select/develop procedures for producing a i,urified sample.

Select/develop procedUres or tests for biochemical analysis.

Apply procedures and perform biochemical analysis. ,.

.Phase 4d. Genetic Descriptions

Tasks---

A.

B.

C.

Select/develop method for genetic characterization.
.

.DNA analysis
,

-. Plasmid analyses 4

DNA hybridization
.

Plasmid hybridization

Select/develop appropriate apparatus and procedure.

Apply methods to the analysis of selected organisms.

13
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Taole 1. A Procedural Script for Research I

1

Marine Microbial. Ecology (Continued)

Phase 5. Impact Determination 7
I

Tasks

A. Mepsure and assess impact on environment (e.g., water quality).

B. Measure and assess impact on other marine organisms (e.g., commer- 1

cially valuable seafood).

'C Measure and assess impact on human health (e.&., divers, recre-
ational swimmers, etc.).

student regarding the tasxs they were currently working on, the

tasks they had already completed and the tasks that remaiAed.

.The major phases of the script are as follows:

Problem Identification: Decisions leading *,Cthe
selection of phenomenon and organism to study.

Sampling and Culture Requirements Determipation: 'De-
cisions leading to procedures for sampling, isolating
and growing selected organisms.

Design of Preliminary Experiments: Decibions leading
to the selection of the characteristics to measure
and the procedure and apparatus required to perform
measurements.

Develop Morpholbgical Descriptions: Decisions, char-
acterizations leading to classification of organisms.

Devel,op Physiologic-1 Descriptions: Decisions leading
to the selection of physiological characteristics
and methods of measuremiAt.

Develo0 Biochemical Descriptions: Decisions leading
to selection and application of biochemical tests.

,Develop Genetic Descriptions: Decisions leading to
the selection of methods to perform genetic ciA,facter-
izations and genetic comparisons.

Impact Determination: Assessments of the organisms
impact on environments, other organisms, human health,
etc.

The script served an important function in the need diag-

nosis process; it provided the system with a tool for locating

each .researcher in a phase and task, and for identifying tasks

2
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that had been accomplished and tasks that needed to be done
in the future. Locating the researcher in the process is the

first step in the diagnostic process. Once the researcher's

current task is known the diagnostic system can begir. to char-

acterize the researcher's knowledge surrounding the accomplish-

ment of the.task and the gaps in that knowledge that must be
filled for the researcherNO progress.

Each of the microbiologists was working in a different phase
'of the -script. Thb first researcher was in Phase 1: Problem

Identification and was primarily, concerned with Task Dt De-

termining the Feasibility- of Studying the Selected Phenomenon.
The general topic was characterizing deep sea bacteria and com-
paring ,them with bacteria living'in other environments. The

procedure involved proposing an approach to studying deep sea
baciferia and then evaluating existing methods in terms of ef-
fectively carrying out that approach. The knowledge needs (gaps)

were in the area of knowing what methods existed and.in being

able to assess the value of each method to the stated problem.

The problem was reformulated several times as available methods
proved inappropriate.

The second researcher was working in Phase 2: Sampling and
Culture Requirements Determinatidg, and was involved in two
tasks.

Task B: Identify/select/develop most appropriate me-
thods for collecting samples.

Task C: Identify/select/develop media for isolating
selected organisms.

The research problem was to examine the impact of aquatic patho-

gens on the health of divers and the specific pathogens had
been identified. Knowledge gaps involved specific sa4-1pling

procedures for brackish water and idehtification of media for

recovering the bacteria included in the study.

The third researcher was working on the biochemistry of

attachment in a marine environment and progressed through a



VN,

number of phases during the three months covered by the inter-

views. In the initial sessions he was working on Task D in

Phase 3: Developing A Plan for Manipulating Independent vari-,

ables and Collecting Data; in later \sessions his tasks were

in isolating and p(irifying samples of attachment structures

(Phase 4, Tasks A and B).

In each case the task was an important determiner of re-.

searcher knowledge needs and the locrefon of the researcher

in the process was important in providing a context for the

diagnostic system to understand the need. For example, the

system knew that the second tesearcher had selected- tie organ-

isms for F ady and that the third researcher had already ob-
,

tained an experimental sample. Based on this knowledge the

system knew that in both cases it could ask for the names of

organisms and in one case it could obtain a description of the

procedures for sampling and isolattng the selected organism(s).

In a second study, two additional research scripts in micro-

biology were developed. One script described taxonomy researchi,

the other described research on vaccine development. A complete

discussion of these scripts was reported by Vaughan and Mayor

(1981).

2. A. Script in Industrial Psychology

The three industrial psychologists barticipating, in

this study were- part of a research team working on a program

.evaluation project for the Air Force. 'Each researcher was in-

volved in studying a different set of variables as possible

contributors to program effectiveness. A series of interviews

was conducted with one of the researchers for the purpose of

specifying the phases andtasks of the research process script

used in studying the problem. This script is shown in Table 2;

the main phases are as follows:

23
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Problem Identification: Decisions leading to the
program to be evaluated.4

Variable Selection: Decisions leading to,the identi-
fication of variables that hive potential influence
on program effectiveness.

Experimental Design: Decisions leading to the selec-
tion of experimenter conditions, the development of
test instruments, the methods of measurement, etc.

Experimentation: Application of treatments and test
instruments to selected subject groups.

Analysis, Inarpretation and Summary: Decisions lead-
ing to the gelection of variables anti test instru-
ments to be included in a program evaluation model.

This script was used to locate each of the researchers in the
program evaluation process: two were working on Tasks A and
B in Phase 2 (Iden tifying and Selecting Variables), the third
researcher was working, on Task C in Phase 2 (the feasibility
of studying selected variables with existing methodology and
instrumentation). Identifying the tasks of these researchers

and locating those tasks in the research process was instru-

mental in providing a' basis for characterizing their specific
knowledge needs.

Effective knowledge need diagnosis requires that the needs
be stated in narrowly defined areas; if the_need statements

are too broad the sytem is unable to respond. Identifying
the researcher's task inside a sequence of tasks is an important

first step'in narrowing and specifically defining the area of

need.
a

N
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Table 2. A Procedural Script for Research
in Program Evaluation

Phase 1. Problem Identification

Tasks

A. Identify problem: a program to be evaluated.

B. Establish impoi-tancl of the research as a contributor to evalu-
ation methodology, as a factor in effective program performance.

Phase 2. Variable Selection

Tasks . :
.

A. Identify classei of variables associated with the general problem,
area by characterizing existing program and program participants.

B. Select vari-bles for manipulation and/or measurement which will ,

contribute to an understanding of the problem.

Variables that have been used successfully as predictors in
similar situations.

Variables that have not been studied previously.

C. Determine feasibility of studying selected variables in terms
of existing methodology and instrumentation.

Phase . Experimental Design
,

,Tasks ,.

N,4.

A. Determine which variables will be controlled and how they will
be controlled.

B. Determine comparisons that will be made (e.g., comparisons betWeen
programs, comparisons between subject groups varying on,a specific
factor or combination of factors).

..:

C. Select method of statistical analysis: correlational, factor
analysis,-analysis of variance.

D. Specify experimental conditions: test plan - what will be done
in what order with what groups of subjects.

E. Design test instruments and pretest these instruments' for ease
of administration, clarity, validity, reliability, etc.

filay need to do some interviews to develop the range of al-
ternatives that shoul4 be specified ifea questionnaire is
to be used.

F. Develop a sampling plan.

G. Outline procedures for conducting expertments, administering test, ,

etc.
. ---

18
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Table 2. A Procedural Script for Researbh
in Program Evaluation (Continued)

Phase 4. Experimentation

Tasks'

A. Administer,experimental treatments, or tests to selected samples.

B. Conduct preliminary analysis of results. a.

C. Modify experiment or tests or treatm..:nts based on preliminary'
results (e.g., throw out variables that do not discriminate, stream-
line instruments, etc.).

D. Administer modified treatments, test, etc., to full experimental
sample.

11

Phase 5. Analysis, Interpretation and Summery

B. The Researcher As A Problem Solver

In the Problem Identification phase of research, the re-
searcher's behavior is that of a problem solver. He works within
a ,problem space, successively reformulating and decomposing
the problem into smaller, more manageable units. At each level
of reformulation the-' researcher applies criteria of probleM
impOrtance/contribution to the field and'of feasibility of
studying the problem.

Figure 1 shows an example of problem decomposition. The

researcher 'started with the general problem of comparing deep
sea bacteria with bacteria from fish gut and froth the water's
surface. Over a period of three months, the researcher suc-

cessively decomposed the problem into essentially independent
areas of concern. For example, at the first level of decomposi-

tion, each of the four questions represents an independent area
of study and each contributes to as, understanding of the general
problem. The four areas are the major Ways in which bacteria
could be characterized: genetically, morphologically, physio-
logically, and biochemically. Further breakdown of the problem
resulted from literature reviews and from conversations with,

19
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A

What are the genetic
characteristics of each

class of bacteria?

Do they have plasmids?

What traits are
carried by the

plasmtds?

Antibiotic Breakdown
resistance? of metal?

274

a-

What are-the similarities and differences between
the following classes of bacteria: Basophilic, Barotolerant,

Deep Sea Fish Gut, Water Surface

How are plasmids
passed between

bacteria?

By By ly
phage? repro- clnjuga-

duction? tion?

What are thelnorphological
characteristics of

each class of bacteria?

What are the physiological What are the biochemical
characteristics of characteristics of

each class of-bacteria? each class of bacteria?

/ I. 4/I
Size? Shape? Attach- What is the What is the Do enzymes Are they

ment level of level of function luminescent?

strut-
ture?

heterotropic
activity'

energy use? differently?

What is

Figure 1. An Example of Problem Decompositioil

the mechani,,m7
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other researchers. At each level of breakdown the feasibility

criterion was applied: Is it within the state-of-the-are to
study this problem? Based on these evaluations the researcher's

final decision was to focus in the area of genetic character-
1.

istio and to address two questions:

Do deep sea bacteria carry plasmids for antibiotic re-
sistance? -

How are plasmids passed between bacteria?

The diagnostic syste% assisted the researcher.in problem
decomposition by providing successive representations of the
problem. At each of the eight interviews the system .presented

the researcher with its current formulation of the problem and
with a statement of the researcher's assessment of problem im-
portance and feasibility. These descriptions served* as one

basis for further dismission and de inition. Essentially, the
diagriostic system was providing an external memory by document-

ing the decisions,. evaluations, and problem statements of the
researcher.

C. The Diagnostic System As A Problem Solver

The outcome of a successful need-diagnosis process is a
statement of 'the researcher's knowledge reeds at fa level that

can be,effectively addressed by a knowledge search and delivery
system. In order to fully develop a description of the re-

searcher's knowledge need,. the system decomposed the research-

er's problem into ,hierarchical questions sets. An example of

an hierarchical question set is shown in Figure 2. The questions

are developed downward from general to specific; each level
of question provided the search system with additional guidance

as to what to look for in the literature. The greater the spec-
ificity of the question set,, the more effective and focused
the response.

A
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Has decision makipg theory been applied to career
selectionby minarit1)-students and what are the results?

What are the variables that have been found to influence
decision making in career choice?

How have these
variables
influenced.

career choice?

Which variables
have positively

influenced
minority

student towards
science/engineer-

ing?

Which variables
have acted as
barriers to
selection of

science/
engineering?

How have these
variables been

measured?

Are there existing
instruments that
can be applied
effectively to

the Current problem?

Have any of these
variables been used
in the design of

career orientation
programs?

What methods have
been__ used to
evaluate these

yerograms?

How good were
these methods?

Figtire 2. An Example of An Hierarchical, Question Set
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D. The Researcher's Knowledge Needs As Schemata/Frames

The researcher has a knowledge schema or frame which relates

to the' accomplishment of a given task or subtask in a specific

research project. This schema contains two parts: What the

researcher already knows and what the researcher-knows he must

learn in order to perform the task effectively. The accuracy

of the system in prdviding the researcher with knowledge that

corresponds to what he must learn is a function of the degree

of match between the researcher's schema and the diagnostic

system's representation of that schema. The system's represent-

ation guides the processes of search, selection and the prepara-

tion of knowledge packages.

The system, in constructing a schema, does not need to rep-

resent the researcher's full schema on the problem, but only

those parts which. focus on satisfying a specific need or gap.

In our work with microbiologists and psychologists, schemata were'

developed by first ideptifying a gap and then describing the

researcher's knowledge surroundirg that gap.

What the researcher knows about a specific topic provides

the system with an initial content model, The system uses this

model in two wars: First, as a basis for further defining what

is relevant in the literature and, second, as a basis for elimi-

nating certain topics from the search. As th_ literature'is

searched, the initial content model ip modified and elaborated.

The first two columns of Table 3 illustrate theinitial
schema for a microbiology researcher working on the task of
isolating pathogens. The first column presents the content
model: What the system learned that the researcher knew about

isolating pathogens. The second column shows the researcher's

questions about isolation methods. In this case, the researcher

needed to know the relative effectiveness of specific isolation

methods and recovery 'media used by other investigators in both

aquatic and clinical environments. The knowledge packages from
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the literature that responded to-these question's are presented
in the third column. These packages are summary statements

which, identify the relevant elements in each article. Knowledge
contained in these packages and in the literature they summarize
e:;pands the initially constructed content model. Column 4 shows

the researcher's responses-to the knowledge in Column 3. Some
of the methods and media were new and led the researcher to
set up test experiments. In other cases the results merely
confirmed work already accomplished by the researcher.,

This example shows that the system's representation of a
researcher's knowledge schema can provide clear guidance to
the literature search and package-preparation'process. Addi-
tional examples bf knowledge schemata in both microbiology and
psychology are shown in.Appendix A.

32
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Table 3. A Knowledge Schema About Isolating Pathogens

Content Model Questions
Knowledge Package

. from the Literature
Researcher's Response
to the Information

There are several methods
for isolating a. bacterial
pathogen from a sample of
water; these methods are
usually called, tests and
include Membrane Filter
Test and Most Probable
Number,.

qi

All isolation methods
include the use of a re-
covery medium; a re-
covery medium is a com-
bination of compounds de-
signed to select for the
organism; an effective
medium recovers only the
target organisms and 7e-
jects all others.

Compounds composing the
recovery. media are in the
form of broths or agars
and are often labeled by
letters which'designate
the ingredients of the
compound (e.g., PSE
media, PSE broth, PSE
agar are synonymous).

A range of media can be
used with a given iso-
lation methd; selection
depends on organism to
be captured.

l

What. are the main

methods for iso-
lating pathogens
from an aquatic
environment?
What recovery
media have been
used? .

'

.

.

.

.

.

Cherry, W. B., et al, 1972. Con-
firmed her procedures.: enrichment
broth, incubation temperature, etc.
Cherry says tetrathionate enrich-
ment better than selinate.

Thomason, B. M., 1971. Fluorescent
antibody technique for detection of
salmonella.

Pollack and Dahlgren, 1974. Con-
firmed the contamination by
proteus of salmonella isolation
procedure.

Cherry, et al, 1972. Reinforced the
fact that bacteria can adapt and
survive in aquatic environments.

Litchfield, J. B., 1975. Dis-
cusses procedures for optimizing
heterotrophic counts of bacteria
from marine sediment. Include3
methodological description of
media (ASW) and-handling proce-
lures. Also provides a method
(shaking) for removing bacteria .

from sediment.

Koditschetc, L. K., 1974. De-
scribes a modification of the mem-
brane filtration technique for
counting total coliforms.

She and Pollock have
found .eiinate more
useful.

i

t

The laboratory of U..of
M. is' of set up for this
appr, ch.

She foundtthis in Ana-
costia River samples.

She may compare ASW with
the dilution medium shi
has been using.

.

She may use this method;
she has not used it at
U. or M.
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Table 3. A Knowledge Schema About Isolating Pathogens (Continued)

Content Model Questions Knowledge Package
from the Literature

What are the main
methods for iso-
lating pathogens
from a clinical
environment?
What recovery
media have been
used?

Pollock, H. M., 1974. Enrichment
broth should not be used for the
isolation of shigella.

Pollock, H. M., 1974. XLD has
provided a better rate of pathogen
isolation.

Bhat, P., et al, 1971. DCA is
superior for isolation of patho-
gens.

Taylor, W., and,Schelhart (1968,
1968, 1971). The best combination
for isolation of shigellae is GN
broth and XLD plating media.

Yoshikawa, M., 1972. SS agar works
better for isolating bacteria
sensitive to antibiotics.

Waters, J.S.e 14CO2 is an efS
fective method for detecting bac-
teria. However, this method kills
the bacteria so there is. no sample
towork with.

A

Taylor, W., 1965-67. The best com-
bination for shigella isolation is
GN broth and XLD. The 1965 paper
discusses biochemical reasons why
XLD works.

Researcher's Response
to the Information

This confirms her pro-
cedure.

This is new information.
She may set up a small
experiment to compare
XLD and DCA.
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64

IV. SYSTEM DEVELOPMENT IMPLICATIONS

The process of diagnosing the knbwledge needs/of research

scientists involves a series of steps which successively narrow
and define ti:e researcher's current problem and the researcher's

knowledge surrounding that problem. A semi - structured procedure

has been developed which includes the following steps.

Step 1. Identify researcher's field/subfield.

Step 2. Identify/describe the research topic.

Step 3. Identify appropriate procedural script.

Step 4. Locate the researcher in the procedural sc
at the phase/task/step level.

Step 5. Characterize the researcher's expel ace with
the task both procedure and. content).

Step 6. Identify researcher's questions in each task.

Step 7. Identify the researcher's content knowledge
relative to the specified questions.

As is apparent from the preceding discussion, these steps

were 'conducted manually as a rough simulation of an automates
system- In the discusilon that follows, the phrase "diagnostic

system" refers to operations and procedures that were performed
manually but which can be envisaged as becoming procedures per-

formed by a set of computer programs.

For ea&I of she seven steps of the diagnOstic process, the

system has a specific series of questions that must be answered
by the researcher. One approach is to step through the list

of questions in a fixed order. This procedure would be the
most easily translated into computer programs. Our experience

with the diagnostic process shows, however, that this degree
of structure is too restrictive to "the researcher and does not
work to elicit the most useful responses. What generally happens

is that the researcher's response to the first question applies

27
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to that question as well as other questions in the list. In

the manual operation, the systerti "knew" all the questions and

was able to match the researcher's discusSion with these ques-

tions. An automated diagnostic system of the future may have

to build in mechanisms whlh accommodate this process.

Table 4 illustrates the need-diagnosis process with oneo

of the students in microbiology. The information presented

in this table represents a first step towards the specification

of requirements for an interactive,need-diagnosis systeM. The

first column, labeled aids, .contains information/knowledge that

the system should have as a frame for asking questions and in-

terpreting responses. In the present study, aids were generated

as the diagnosis prbeeeded;in the future it is expected that

these aids would exist and could be read into the memory'of

the system. The aids are in the form of lists which present

names of categories, names of process or content models, and

'names of specific sections'within selected content or process

models. The remaining three columns in the table showthe ques-

tions that the sysem asks the researcher at each step in the

profess, the procedure for interacting with the researcher;.

and the output of the interaction.

A. Identify and Describe the Research Subfield and Topic

The first two steps in the diagnostic process (see Table 4)

are to locate the researcher in a subfield of science and to

describe his research topic. In the first step the diagnostic

system asks the researcher to select from a list of fields/sub-

fields, the one that represent s his current research. If the4
specific subfield is not on the existing list the researcher

is asked to indicate its name and its appropriate position on

the list. In the'second step, the researcher provides the sys-

tem with a statement or description of the research problem.

This description is guided by questions resulting from the tasks

38
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in the problem specification phase (Phase I) .of the generic
research script for the field or subfield. In the case of a
microbiology research script, the tasks in this phase generally
include:

The name of the phenomenon, orlanism,,problem being
studied.

The importance of. studying the problem; how the prob-
lem contributes to science, etc.

The, feasibility of studying the problem within the
existing state -of- the -art.

B.? Locate the Researcher in the Research Process

The third and fourth steps involve identification of the
appropriate research script and the location of the 'researcher
at! a task or subtask level in the selected script. In the
third step the system presents the researcher with a list of
the procedural scripts that have been used in the selected

subfield and the researcher is asked to select the script he
is following. The fourth step is to locate the researcher
in the 'selected procedural script by having the researcher

first identify the phase and theh the task that is currently
being worked on. The system is aided in this process by a
list of phases and tasks within phases. If these lists appear

incomplete to the researcher he is asked to make the appropriate
additionsv

C. Characterize the Researcher's Knowledge Needs

Once the researcher is located in the research process,

the diagnostic system begins to structure the content of the
researcher's knowledge needs. Step 5, characterizing the re-
searcher's level of experience/sophistication, is the first

step in defining the knowledge gaps and the system's response
to these gaps. If the researcher is very familiar with 'the

content, the system will be searching for different levels of
knowledge than if the topic area is new to the researcher.
Steps 6 and 7 create the system's representation of the re-

searcher's knowledge schema. In Step 6, the system asks t
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researcher to state his specific questions/knowledge gaps for

the current research task. In interpreting these questions

the system uses as aids the researcher's current task, the

subfield, the general statement of the research problem and

the content models associated with the task and the research

problem. Step 7 provides the system with a statement of what

the researcher knows about the topic of the research. This
is accomplished by asking the researcher to- identify those

parts of the appropriate content model that correspond to is

knowledge. There is some evidence from our work that certain

content models relate to certain procedural tasks. For example,
the content models for sampling or isolating bacteria from
an aquatic environment apply to any researcher involved in
tasks of sampling or isolation. There are other content models

that describe classes of organisms or specific processes associ-

ated -with these classes. These content models would apply

to any researcher working on that class or that process. The

aids to the diagnostic process and their relationship to each

other arc diagrammed in Figure 3. The researcher4 level of
sophistication, lii,s questions and his knowledge surrounding

the questions serve as a basis for developing a search strategy,

selecting relevant'knowledge and developing information producf-

which fill knowledge gaps.

AO'
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Table 4. Example of the Need Diagncisi& _ess in Microbiology

Aids l Questions
1

Pro$ess Products .

Step 1. Identify Researcher's Field/Subfield

Fields/subfields in micro
biology

Aquatic and terrestrial
Clinical
Immunology
Genetics
eta.

What is the field;
subfield in which
yoUr current work is
being conducted?

Ask researcher to .

select subfield from
a list or to indicate
field/subfield is not
on the list.

Name of researcher' .....eld/

subfield

Aquatic and terrestrial
microbiology marine
ecology

.,

.

\ Step 2. Identify the Research Topic

Problem specification tasks
in marine microbial ,!cology

Idetify phenomenon

Establish its importance

Determine feasibility

Select organisms to study

-,-

What phenomenon is
being'studied?

Why is it important?

Is it feasible from a
methodological stand
point?

What organisms are
being studied?

,

Atk researcher to
respond to each
question.

A statement of the research
tope

quatic pathogens as health
hazards

Cause of disease ih divers

Methods exist to study
n- 'gems.

0 isms are: shagella,

saimonella, aeromonas

Step 3. Identify Appropriate Procedural Script

Procedural scripts in se
lected subfield

Marine microbial ecology

1

Taxonomy
Etc.

f What research pro
,-.ess/paradigm are '

yoti following in your

current research?

Ask researcher to se
lect the procedural
script he is follow
ing.

Name of script

microbial ecoloMarine mgy.
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Table 4. Example of the 'Need Diagnosis Proc in Microbiology (Continued)

Aids Questions I Process Products

Step 4. Locate Researcher in,the Procedural Script

Marine Microbial Ecology
Script: Main Phases

Problem identification
Sampling and culture de-
terminatiJn requirements
Design Apreliminary expeq-
ments
Morphological description.
Physiological description
Biochemical description

e Genetic description
Impact determination

Which phase are you
currently working on?

Ask researcher to
select phase he is
working on

,

Name of phase

Sampling and culture de-
termination

Tasks in Sampling and Cul-
ture Determination Phase

Develop sampling plan
Identify/select/develop
sampling method

Identify/select/develop
isolation method
Sample/isolate/grow se-
lected organisms

What tasks are you
currently working on?

6"

l -

Ask researcher to se-
lect the task(s) he
is working on. .

If the modelis not
elaborated enough ask
the researcher to
provide the specifi-
cation.

Name of task(s)

pdentify/select/develop
sampling method.

IL.ntify/select/develop
isolation method.

Step 5. Characterize the Researcher's Experience with the Script and the Content Area

Names of current task(s)

Al ldentify/select sampling
Methods.

Field/subfield t

Marine ea:logy

Statement of the research
topic

A_Ili

Have you done this
type of research be-
fore (followed this
paradigm)?

How would you char-
acterize your knowl-
edge of the topic:
expert, some famil-
iarity, etc.?

.

Yes

Some familiarity
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Table Z. Example of the Need Diagnosis Process in Microbiology (Continued)

Aids Questions ]__ Process

Step 6. Identify Researcher's Questions in Each Task

Products

Names of current tasks

Identify/select/develop
sampling methods

Field/subfield

Marine ecology

Statement of the research
topic

What are your current
questions?

Ask researcher to
state questions

(knowledge gaps for
each task).

Researcher's questions

What are the effects of
temperature and salinity on
survival and growth of sal-
monella, shagella, aeromonas?

Where in -the water column
shOuld samples be taken to
maximize concentration of
bacteria?

How much water is needed to
provide an adequate sample?

What apparatus has been used
successfully at different
levels of the water column?

Step 7. Identify Content Knowledge of Researcher on the Selected Task,

The content model for sam-
pling pathogens (Table A-2,
Appendix A, page A-5)

Which parts of this
model. are you familiar
with?

Ask researcher to
identify the, content

in the model he knows
about.

Is there information
on the content that is
not41ncluded?

Ask researcher to add
additional content .to
the model.

A description of what the re-
searcher knows about the topic.
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Research Fields/Subfields

,

Procedural Scripts Research Problems

1 1

A n .Organism Phenomenon Impact

Research Phases Content Models Content. Models Content Models

3 - - - n
1 2 3 1 2 3 1 2 3

Rdsearch Tasks

a b c - - - n
V )

I

Content Models

1 2 3

. Figure S. Aids to the Diagnostic Process
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V. CONCLUSIONS

The observations desdl'ibed in this report suggest that the
next generation of computer -based information systems should
include an interactive, need-diagnosis component which developsA

a representation cf the user's knowledge schemata. Interviews
with both microbiologists and psychologists resulted in the

Lt

identification of some common research process scripts and con-
tent models related to e scripts. These common scripts and
models were used by the interviewers as aids in.creating a rep-
resentation of a given researcher's knowledge schema'at a par-

,
ticular °point In the research process. These representations
provided effective frames for searching the literature and de-
veloping focused information products.

The next 'step is to develop a software prototype of the
:diagnostic process. Much work has,been done in artificial in-

telligence research which applies directly to this effort. Of
particular relevance is the work on knowledge representations
and on the development of expert systems.

The possibility of being able to model the user on an in-
dividualized level is a most attractive challenge. The prospect
of adapting the information retrieval process to the particular

person by means of a model of that .person's unique knOwledge
structure is an important area for further investigation.
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Table A-1. Biochemistry of Bacterial Attachment Strictures

Content Model

Bacteria have structures which
they use to attach them-

selves to surfaces and other
cells; these structures could
be pili, fibrils, fibers.

,
Attache lent structures_are----

composed either of protein,
lepid or polysaccharide.

Pill of'clinical strains of
bacteria are composed of
protein.

Two general steps are re-
quired to develop a sample for
biochemical analyses; the
structures must isolated
from the cell, t isolated
structures must be purified.

53

Questions

What are the
attachment
structures of
marine bac-
teria?'

What are the
attachment
structures
composed of?

Knowledge Package from the Literature

Pili have been described in the clinical literature;
transmission electron microscope shows one marine
bacteria to have pili.

What are the
procedures for
isolating at-
tachment
structures
from the cell?

No work has been done on pili in marine bacteria.

a

Weiss, R., 1972. E. coli pili are usually removed after
2 minutes of homogenization at room temperature. With
P. aeruginosa, pili removal required 3.5 minutes of homo-
genization at V) speed in an Othni mixer (Model OM-1150)
with a chamber, capacity of 100.ml.

Novotny, C., et al, 1969. Pili were removed by homogeniz-
ing for 2 minutes at 37 C. in an Omni mixer 1150. F-

pileated cells decreased as blending speed increased beyond
1,600 rev/min. Other effects.of blending speed are also
given (e.g., F -pill length).

KurOsaka, R., 1974. Fimbrae of aeromonas were removed by
blending in a Waring blender, . 4 for 5 minutes.

Ellen, R. P., et al, 1978. Samples were blended for 60
seconds at 16,000 rpm (Vis Tis Model 23 homogenizer).

What are pro-
cedures for
purifying an
isolated sam-
ple of attach-
ment struc-
tubes? 4----------

Kurosaka, R., 1974. This paper presents a method for
purifying fimbrae of aeromonas. Figure 1, page 15:
Fractionation procedure used to prepare fimbrial sus-
pension, is specifically useful. This figure given a
schemata for purification.
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Table A-1. Biocilemistry of Bacterial

Content4d4el Questions

Quantification OT -,,uctures

allows for examining condi-
tidns wh.ch produce growth
of structures.

What are pro-
cedures for
quantifying
(counting
attachment
structures).

Attachment Structures (Con_lnued)

Knowledge Package from the Literature

Buchanan, T., 1975. Describes antibody.technique for
assaying the number of fibrils. The antibodies are radio
active labeled.

Ellen, R. P.. et al, 1978. Procedure for determining
fiber growth (den3ity) by measuring the solution turbidity.
As more fibers grow the cells aggregate, become heavy, and
settle out of solution.
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Table A-2. Sampling Pathogens from A Marine Environment

Content Model

Temperature and salinity
affect the number of
bacteria.

Different species of bac-
teria require different
temperatures and different
levels of salinity for
growth and survival

Most bacteria reproduce more
slowly at low temperatures.

A water column contains dic-
ferent temperatures and di,-
ferent salinity levels.

Bacteria are distributed
differently through the
water column.

The waL.r column is repre-
sented by surface, sediment
and levels Uf water in
between.

Different procedures are
used for taking samples from
different levels.

57-

Questions

What are the effects of
temperature and salinity on
the survival and growth
rates of salmonella,
shagella, vibrio cholera,
aeromonas

Where in the water column
should samples be taken to
maximize on the numbers/
concentration of bacteria?

How much water is needed
to provide an adequate
sample?

What apparatus has been used
Most successfully at dif-
ferent.levels in the water
column ?,

What are the specific pro-
cedures at each level in
the water column?

Knoviledge Package from the Literature

Kaper, F., 1977. Vibrie species are restricted
in their distribution by salinity; vibrio cholera
are found in brackish wr.ters.

Cherry, W. 8,, et al, 1972. Listed several en-
vironmental factors that could effect sample
size of salmonella: rainfall, water tempera- -
ture, pH.

Koditschek, C. K., 1976. Sediment samples may
be a better source of pathogens than water. This
work done in the New York Bight.

Koditschek, C. K. Water Research 1974. This
paper suggests that sediment samples ma; pro-
vide a better index of water quality than water
samples. Generally more bacteria are found inP
sediment.

Colleague at NOAA, 1978. Some specific,sugges-
tions are using larger bottles for surface
samples; using new collapsible bag which the
diver takes to a depth, pulls open and fills
with water.

Litchfield, C.D. 1975. Collect bacteria sample
from sediment, using Smith-McIntyre grab - "Ap-
proximately 1 liter of the sandy sediment was
removed from the grap to a wide-mouth plastic
bottle and mixed with a sterile spatula to re-
duce subsequent sampling variations." It is

better not to freeze samples.
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Table A-2. Sampling Pathogens from A Marine Environment (Continued)

Content Model

59

Questions Knowledge, ackage from the Literature

.Rittenberg, S. C., 1958. Describes a method fOr
collecting surfice sediment samples using divers
and plastic tubes. The idea is to sample only
surface layer and not the core. There are gen
erally more bacteria on the surface.

Koditschek, L. K,, 1974. Sampled sediment
using ,a SmithMcIntyre grab. Sampling procedures
followed Standard Methods (1971).
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Table A-3. Time Perspective As A Predictor of Career Choice

Gout #nL Model Questions ,'
Knowledge Paciages from the Literature

Three classes of time per- How does time perspective
active hay, been studied:
pest, present, future; present

relate to the effectiveness
of present and future

,

oriented people seek immediate oriented career orientation'
reward/punishment; future
oriented people are willing to
work toward 'Long -range goals.

programs? -

Career orientation-programs
are used to provide students
with information on career
options. The program of
interest has been designed tc

-

inform students about careers
in engineering.

,

.

,
,

Career orientation programs
are used to provide students
with information on career
options. The program of
interest has been designed
to'inform-students about
careers in engineering. i

.

.
.

A

Lower class people tend to What factors have been Shannon, L. (1975). Disadvantaged subcultures
be resent.oriented; middle found that correlate with have lower expectancies for the future be-
class people are future an individual's time per- cause the future appears more uncertain.
oriented.

,

spective? .

Kendall, M. B. (1970). Social class made
little difference in time orientation.

Teahan, J. E. (1958). High achievers are more
optimistic and future oriented than low
achievers. ,
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Table A a. Time Perspective As A Predictor of Career Choice (Conti,nued)

Content Model Questions Knowledge Packages from the Literature

Do indiVlduals in minor
ity groups Oiffer in time
perspective from middle
and upper class whites?

Tests have been developed to
measure time perspectives;

some involve-story telling
or goal selection.

1

,

What specific measurement
instruments have been used
to study time perspective?

-

Ruiz, R. A. (1967). Names and describes
several tests of time perspective:

Time Reference Inventory

Incomplete Thought Test .

Story Root Test

Write A Story

Wallace, M. (1956). Names and describes three
tests of time perspective:

Story Completion

Time Projection of Events

Time Sequence of Events

Teahan, J. E. (1958). Tests discussed in
clude: TAT cards, story completions.

Cottle, G. J. (1969). Describes the Lines _

Test for Measuring Tithe Perspective.

.
.

How valid, reliable, etc.,
Are these tests?

What are the specific

characteristics of each
instrument?

What are the administration
procedures?

Can any of the existing
instruments be directly
applied to the current
problem?
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